
Archrock is ready to help you solve your contract  
compression needs. 
For more than 65 years, Archrock has built its reputation by reliably and safely providing contract 
compression services with the largest fleet of compression equipment in the United States. We 
are a company of natural gas compression experts, strategically combing technologies, products 
and services to provide exceptional service.    

ARCHROCK HELPS MAXIMIZE UPTIME AND IMPROVE SERVICE 
AVAILABILITY BY OFFERING:

•  Massive Inventory of compressor packages ready for deployment

•  An experienced installation team that makes install efficient, convenient and safe, every time

•  Highly skilled field service technicians optimizing performance and production

•  Supply chain warehouses and full-service shops conveniently located near your operation

•  Environmental services to assist with regulatory compliance

•  Efficiencies at every step, benefitting your bottom line

 APPLICATIONS:
Gas lift

Transmission and storage

Gas processing

Gas gathering

 

COMPLIANCE:
 ASME

 NEC

 Onshore/Offshore

 API

COMPRESSION SERVICES  
THE RIGHT WAY



 

GAS COMPRESSION SERVICES
Archrock was founded on providing natural gas compression services, 
and we have dedicated ourselves to this business for decades. This 
legacy has made Archrock the contract compression services leader 
in the U.S. We have the largest fleet in the country, operating over  
3+ million horsepower. And with a presence in every significant 
producing region, Archrock has the compression services you need, 
where you need them.

Archrock delivers value, providing clients with the best gas 
compression services available. We can help keep both your gas 
and your revenues flowing. Moving gas is what we know. And 
as the leader in natural gas compression, it’s what we do best. 
We provide gas compression services tailored to fit your specific 
operational needs. 

We offer contract compression services for the following: 
Gas Lift, Gas Processing, Gathering, Transmission and Storage.

THE CONTRACT ADVANTAGE
When you purchase your own gas compression equipment, you’re spending capital. With 

a contracted compression solution from Archrock, you can free up that capital to invest in 

operations that will continue to grow your business and bolster your bottom line. 

Contract compression services with Archrock also give you more flexibility in forecasting your 

overall operating expenses by locking in your compression-specific costs. Get the most for 

your compression investment and let Archrock install, operate, maintain, service and manage 

all of it for you. We will utilize the ideal compressor packages for your specific compression 

needs. Installation is safe, efficient and timely. The best-trained technicians are poised and ready 

to operate and maintain your compressor stations. With our Target Zero™ safety program, 

Archrock strives for an incident-free workplace. Combined, these initiatives elevate your 

bottom line and maximize uptime. Explore what we offer here to see if a contract compression 

partnership is what your project needs.

UNMATCHED RELIABILITY
With contract compression services through Archrock, you can be completely confident in 

our unmatched expertise. And since the equipment is our asset, we maintain it meticulously 

and provide equipment selected to meet your performance goals. We maintain a  

pre-engineered fleet with upwards of 500,000 HP ready for rapid deployment. Plus, we have 

a new build program that continues to add equipment with the latest technology to our fleet, 

designed to support customer growth.

We Power 
America.  

Efficiently.  
Expediently.   

Continuously.  



UNRIVALED COMPRESSION SERVICES EXPERTISE
Archrock is the largest, most capable, most experienced and most trusted compression company 

in the U.S. For decades we have proven ourselves by delivering the highest levels of performance, 

helping clients turn well streams into revenue streams.

We’re experts at compression services for any conditions. Plus we provide unmatched field  

service to get your operation running and keep it that way. We have more certified CAT technicians 

than anyone else, and to maximize uptime and support for Waukesha end users, Archrock now 

holds more genuine Waukesha parts inventory and has more technicians receiving expert 

training. Whatever your operation needs, we have the right resources to get the job done. Our 

unmatched experience in natural gas compression means no one can keep you operating  

at full capacity like Archrock. 

 
READY WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED US
Archrock has an extensive fleet of more than 7000 compressor packages across the country to  

accommodate customer needs, the available equipment ranges from 55 to 4500 HP. Access to the  

latest compression technology is available from Archrock due to our strategic partnerships with 

Ariel, CAT, Waukesha and other industry leaders. 

Archrock also has four make-ready shops across the country. These shops offer expertly trained, 

certified mechanics and plenty of space to configure, repair or modify even the largest compression 

equipment around. 

SUPERIOR SERVICE
Archrock leads the industry in preventive and predictive maintenance practices with some of the 

industry’s most qualified field service technicians, trained and certified by major OEMs including 

CAT, Ariel and GE Waukesha.  Our team is focused on safety, environmental constraints, operating 

procedures and delivering excellent service. Archrock’s safety performance ranks right alongside 

the best performing companies in the oil and gas services industry. We lead the industry in service 

performance, and achieve over 99% availability across the U.S.

PERFORMX®  
ENGINE MANAGEMENT

Archrock adds a unique value to 

contract compression operations 

through PerformX, our proprietary 

engine management tool. Through 

PerformX we are able to track and 

provide performance data about every 

compressor in operation. This results 

in greater transparency into all issues 

surrounding service availability, safety 

and compliance, which allows us to 

proactively remedy potential problems. 

This helps lower risks, maximize 

availability and keep production  

revenue flowing. 

Through PerformX, we can also  

provide periodic reports that give 

a snapshot of service availability, 

compression service job sites units 

under contracted service, monthly issues 

encountered, HSE data and payment 

status. These reports cover all business 

site-specific snapshots of the contract 

compression services relationship.
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THE PEOPLE AND TOOLS THAT DELIVER UPTIME
We provide consistent, reliable natural gas compression and related services to oil and gas operations 
all across the United States.  We employ the industry’s largest fleet of compressor packages and 
produce unmatched compression availability to keep your business moving forward. 

We are Archrock and our history, through legacy companies, extends more than 65 years, as far back 
as outsourced natural gas compression itself. As needs and applications for gas compression have 
evolved over the years, Archrock people have been there making sure our customers experience 
maximum uptime. 

Our customers benefit from the fact that we have the largest fleet in the United States, well-established 
relationships with OEM manufacturers and distributors, and an unmatched aftermarket parts and 

horsepower and capabilities than any other organization. 

This, coupled with our first-in-class customer service, make us the leading provider of natural gas 
contract compression services, including parts and repair services, in the United States and ensures 
you benefit from the highest degree of service availability possible. 

Ask your Archrock sales representative for more information, or visit us at archrock.com.

COMPRESSION SERVICES U.S. COVERAGE MAP

®


